LeMans parietals approved
Trial program to begin Oct. 22

by Jodi Campbell

The Student Affairs Committee approved a proposal that will establish an experimental Parietal system in LeMans hall.

The experiment, passed at last nights meeting, will allow for parietals in LeMans from 7 p.m. - 1:30 a.m. on consecutive Fridays, October 22 thru November 12, 1971.

Margie Rurak, LeMans hall president, presented the proposal to the SAC. The experiment pertains only to her hall. The experiment will be presented to the Student Affairs Council as soon as possible, hopefully today. SAC Missy Underman, chairman of the committee, stated that she did not know for sure if the proposal would have to be presented to the Board of Trustees.

"As this proposal is an establishment of a new policy, rather than an extension of the proposal passed last week allowing hall autonomy in establishing parietals, the Committee emphasized that the LeMans experiment should not be confused with the proposal passed last week allowing hall autonomy in establishing parietals."

The Student Affairs Council will consider the hall autonomy proposal at its November 1 meeting.

The hall autonomy proposal would amend the Student Procedures Manual, giving the individual halls the power to formulate and exercise jurisdiction of hall parietal policies.

The proposal passed last night is an experiment only and has no connections with the proposed establishment of parietal hours for the whole campus, according to the SAC.

"The experiment will be evaluated on the basis of a questionnaire distributed to the hall residents after the last Friday of the experiment," Miss Rurak stated.

The following rules are to be in effect during the experimental period:
- All college, university and dorm rules (with the exception of those concerning men in the dorms) will be in effect during the parietal period.
- All doors, with the exception of the lobby door, will be locked during the period.
- Open House sign in will be in effect with the desk manned for the entire period by at least one hall resident and one member of the Hall Staff.

(Continued on page 2)

Alumni associations plan joint session

The Notre Dame and St. Mary's Alumni associations will take the first tentative steps towards merger this weekend with a joint meeting. Whether the marriage will be permanent remains to be seen.

Despite the well-publicized plans of the University and St. Mary's to unify their campuses, the Boards may decide to remain separate, according to assistant Alumni secretary Michael Jordan. They also may remain separate but increase cooperation of work together for unification, Jordan said.

"It is by no means an already-decided issue," explained Jordan. "Some of the older grads are surprisingly open-minded on unification, but another element is strongly against the action."

"It is our hope to invite the St. Mary's club presidents to participate in the November Alumni Senate meetings across the country," Jordan said.

He anticipates that the Board, scheduled to meet from Thursday to Saturday, will decide its future sometime Friday after an intensive unification presentation. According to the preliminary agenda, this will include luncheon with the St. Mary's Board and their husbands and different discussions: "Student Affairs," by the student government coeducation coordination committee; "The Effect of unification on Alumni Associations, Boards, National Offices, Staff, Structure and Programs," and "Alumni- Alumnae Clubs."

Jordan speculated that the Alumni Directors would have little effect on the administration of Trustees.

"The Alumni Board can't pass a resolution (to advise the Trustees) because the Board of Trustees will be meeting at the same time," he said.

The Alumni Board is also scheduled to approve ten nominations for five positions on the 15-man Alumni Board.

(Continued on page 2)

Kosygin attacked in Canada, is OK
For details, see page 3

Sexism discussions cover discrimination
Story on page 6
Alumni merge

(Continued from page 1)

Board of Directors.

Jordon continued that his office received eighty ap-
lications from the five-year-old alumni regional posts. Besides selecting the directors, alumni will also elect an at-large representative for the newly-
created "Youth Alumnus" position. This director, who will serve for only one year term instead of the customary three, must have graduated within the last five years.

Besides finalizing the slate of candidates for the Alumni Board of Directors ballots, the Board will also hear several departmental promotions.

At the Public Relations and Development presentation Friday afternoon, James E. Murphy and Frank Kelly will explain the "Pilot City" program. "This year the Development Office is engaged in an effort to increase the percentage of contributions of Notre Dame alumni to the university, explained Jordan.

"For the calendar year of 1971, the annual received 2.3 million dollars, but this money was donated by less than 50 percent of the alumni," he

The Development Office plans to make a concerted in conjunction with Alumni Club efforts by telephone or personal visit to those who haven't contributed on a regular basis. Jordan con-
tended that the percentage was not unusually low. "Since the beginning of modern fund-raising drives at N.D. in the early 1960's, Notre Dame has always maintained approximately the same per-
centage below 50 percent he revealed.

Saturday's final session of the Board will be the presentation of the Father Edward Sorin Award. It is the only recognition of distinction awarded to a Notre Dame alum on an annual basis. Recipients of the award, now in its fourth year include, University President Rev. Theodore M. Hesburgh, James C. Arundale, and the position of executive secretary of the Alumni Association for 45 years, and the Ohio Student Affairs Committee Chairman Dr. Thomas Carney.

FORT DRETICK, MD. OCT. 19—President Nixon expressed the hope today that as the nation moved from a wartime to a peace time era it could convert many of its military facilities "to meet pressing domestic challenges." The President said that "cutbacks in certain defense needs have provided a consid-
erable supply of expertise and equipment which can now be used for non-defense purposes," the President did not specify how defense-related facilities could easily be converted to civilian projects, but he expressed the hope that "we can help advance important public goals even as we alleviate the economic bur-
dens which threaten today's workers and their families." Nixon's comments came during ceremonies here today at which he formally announced that the germ warfare center at Fort Detrick—one of the nation's largest research and develop-
ment facilities for biological weapons—would itself be con-
verted into a major center for cancer research.

In informal remarks to a crowd

Nixon changes center from germs to research

(Continued from page 1)

PlACEMENT BUREAU

Sign up this week for job interviews for the week of October 25th through November 19th. Interviews are open to ND and SMC seniors and graduate students. Sign-up schedules are in Room 307, Main Bldg. Select your own time and sign your name. Room 307 will open at 8:45 a.m. until 5:00 p.m. each day, except Friday.

Consult the Placement Manual for additional information regarding interviews and procedure.

INTERVIEWS SCHEDULED FOR WEEK OF OCTOBER 25 - 29

Oct. 25
Crown, Chieski and Co. BBA and MBA in Accountancy.

Oct. 26
Bethlehem Steel Corp. B.S., M.S. in Civil., E.C.E., E.K., Engr. Sci., and M.E. for Loop Course management training program. BBA in Acct. BS - all majors interested in technical sales.

Oct. 27
Allied Chemical Corp. BS in Chem., M.E. and E.E. BS, MS in Ch.E., Allied Chemical Corp. BS in Chem., M.E. and E.E. BS, MS in Ch.E.

Amoco International Oil Co. BBA in Acct.

Oct. 28
Dept. of the Navy. (Representing Systems Commands: Ships, Facilities, Air, Electronics and Ordnance.) BS in A.E. and Met. BS, MS in M.E. and E.E.

General Tire & Rubber Co. Ph.D. in Chemistry (Phusical-Analytical Polymer) and M.E.

Oct. 27-28
E. J. du Pont de Nemours and Co. All degree levels in Ch. E.

Arthur Young & Co. BBA in Acct. MBA with undergraduate empha-
sis in accounting.

Oct. 28
Boston College - School of Law. (Sign-up at the Pre-Law Society Bulletin Board in 0 Shagbush Hall.)

Oct. 28-29

Monsanto, BS, MS in Ch.E. and M.E. BBA in Acct.

Oct. 29
Detroit Bank and Trust Co. BBA and MBA.

E. J. du Pont de Nemours and Co. BBA and MBA in Acct.

New York University Graduate School of Business. Bachelor's degree in any Department.

Sun Oil Company. BS in Ch. E. and M.E.

There are still a few seats available for 737 UNITED JET

Ticket Prices: $300 - one way $520 - round trip

Transportation from Campus to Airport included

From the Golden Dome to the Capitol Dome

for Thanksgiving

1) Departure: Nov. 24, 1971 South Bend - Wed. at 2:00 pm: Arrival: National Airport at 3:45 pm.

2) Departure: Nov. 28, 1971 National Airport - Sun. at 10:00 pm: Arrival: South Bend Airport at 11:45 pm.

For reservations call Wayne Hall at 6939 after 5:00 on Tuesday. On Wednesday call Brian Mastro at 6818 between 5:30 and 8:30.
HUNGR FATIONALIST CHARGED

soviet premier assaulted in Canada

OTTAWA- Premier Aleksis K. Kosygin was attacked, but physically unhurt, by a man shouting "long live free Hungary," as he arrived at Parliament and Prime Minister Pierre Trudeau began a short walk across the lawn to a waiting limousine.

The heads of government had just emerged from their first meeting and "because it was summed up," decided on a stroll instead of getting into a waiting limousine.

They had taken only a few steps toward the nearby building that houses Trudeau's office when a black-haired man "about 30" leaped over a barricade and jumped on Kosygin's back before police could get him.

The 67-year-old Premier pulled forward, did not fall, but his coat was pulled back over his shoulders. Constables of the Royal Canadian Mounted Police pulled off the attacker and hustled him away. His name was not immediately released, but witnesses said they heard the man identify himself as a member of the Canadian-Hungarian Freedom Fighters Federation.

Toght J.R. Carriere, Deputy Superintendent of the Royal Canadian Mounted Police, said that the incident occurred from Toronto and that the one from Ottawa, had been arrested in connection with the incident and would probably be charged with assault.

Trudeau helped Kosygin regain his balance and after a few minutes'start in the Prime Minister's office building, the pair walked on across the Rideau Canal Bridge to the Chateau Laurier where the Soviet leader's party is staying.

In the House of Commons this afternoon, Trudeau described the assault on Kosygin as a "very humiliating event for Canadians." He said he had asked the police how the incident could have occurred under the tight security precautions in effect from the Soviet leader's eight day visit that began last night.

Later, Trudeau told reporters that Kosygin "didn't appear ruffled" by the incident. "He kept on talking to me and we carried on with the walk after the whole thing happened," Trudeau recalled.

"I don't think he is as disturbed as I am accustomed for the Premier of the Soviet Union and the (Canadian) people."

The Prime Minister noted that Kosygin had agreed to appear on Wednesday before a parliamentary committee "where the elected representatives of the people will be free to ask him any and every question about their grievances against the Soviet Union."

About 1,000 Ottawa police and R.C.M.P. officers are reported on security duty during Kosygin's stay here.

A cordian a police held back a crowd of some 1,000 protesters who tried to demonstrate before the Soviet Embassy in Eastern Sunday evening, organized by the SetThemFree Committee, set up for the Kosygin visit, the demonstrators included several ethnic groups representing Ukrainians, Latvians, Estonians, Hungarians and others promoting Soviet policies in Eastern Europe.

When Kosygin arrived at his hotel last night he was greeted by a chorus of young Jews singing Shalom Aleichem. About 40 Jewish youths gathered on Parliament Hill today at noon for a "freedom meal"-cabbage soup, salad, herring, stale black bread and acorn coffee, which they said made up the diet of Jewish political prisoners in Soviet labor camps.

Before dawn today Ottawa police arrested three men after finding two dynamite bombs near the Soviet Embassy and 11 gasoline-filled explosive sevices. Meanwhile, Kosygin continued his schedule in Canada. His talk with Trudeau this morning lasted nearly three hours. In their opening exchanges--there will be two more meetings during Kosygin's three-day stay in Ottawa--the two leaders appeared to share the view that relations between the two countries were approaching a general detente.
By the end of the week, a number of people roughly equivalent to the Notre Dame student body would have starved to death in Pakistan. By the time that sorry country recovers from war, earthquake, flood and famine, well over twenty-five million people will be dead. They will have died with blotted stomachs and bug eyes, and most of them will probably not be buried for a month. There is not enough relief money available in Pakistan to bury the dead.

So all right. Here at Notre Dame, land of the golden dome and golden sun, we’re busy with other stuff. At Stevens will be here Nov. 5th, and it’ll be tough to obtain a ticket. The Trojans are coming in; and they’ll surely be the toughest test we have seen this season. And besides, the price of pizza and beer hasn’t gone down at Frankie’s.

No Relief

Thus we can only view the recent efforts of Notre Dame students Dan Sherry and Tom Hamilton to solicit funds for Pakistani relief. Hamilton headed Students for Biafran Relief two years ago, and the project—a success everywhere else—was a dismal failure here. So we all should be able to put the lie about “Notre Dame generosity” to rest.

But he hasn’t, and so once again we’ll be watching a small and generous minority of Notre Dame students futilely pursue the Notre Dame charity dollar. We’d like to urge students to contribute to this tremendously important cause, but there’d be no percentage in it. We might as well try to speak for racial equality in a Ku Kluxer’s convention; or for integrity at a New York City Police Station. So instead, we’ll express our sympathy ahead of time to Messers. Sherry and Hamilton, and to the people who will be working with them—and to the people of Pakistan.

Tom Bornholdt

Of Wine, Queers and Heresies
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Of Wine, Queers and Heresies

It was a balmy, if slightly sticky, summer night. In the basement of a peasant’s house, four men and three bottles of wine formed a circle. The three bottles were half empty and getting emptier. Conversely, three of the men were quite drunk and getting fuller. A conversation of sorts was going on and the men were friends, but by no means was the gathering of a social nature. Instead a common sense of gloom and premonition, only partially attenuated by their inebriation, held the group together.

The conversation meandered back to the serious. “Gentlemen, let us not be carried away by this present misunderstanding. For despite all signs of the contrary, I am certain that the Second Revolution is at hand,” declared the Optimistic Revolutionary.

“‘The Optimistic Revolutionary raised his bottle, and he expected his teetotaling partner any minute to utter what he thought: ‘What if the Leader they had trusted, was not as good as they had thought?’

“In that case” thought the Optimistic Revolutionary, “we are doomed. This Revolution will be a failure, but then we would have shown the way. One day a First Revolution will occur with a Leader that will cause the Second Revolution.”

Instead it was the Third Revolutionary who spoke, quietly as if it was shocked by what he was to say, “I had two nightmares recently. The first was that there never was going to be a Second Revolution, whether American, British, Russian, or whoever. But the Second revolution is going to do everything more than can be changed by the System. My Second nightmare is even worse. What if the People aren’t good?”

The basement was as silent as a tomb. The thought of the Third Revolutionary was too horrible for the others to believe. “Take away a humanist’s faith in Man,” said one, “People is like telling a theist there is no God,” thought the Second Revolutionary. Still he was unable to formulate a counter to that Most Terrible Heresy.

At last, he the Optimistic Revolutionary sprang to his feet and pointed at the fourth member of the group—the peasant who had been silent during the entire conversation. “Look—there is the proof of the People’s goodness. Right in front of us. Our wonderful host who has sheltered us during this Misunderstanding. There he is—the perfect specimen of the Simple Man.”

The Optimistic Revolutionary raised his bottle, and drank a toast, he addressed the peasant, “to the Simple Man we love so well.”

Among the “here, here’s,” the peasant got up and left the basement. “Queer,” he said.

Among the “here, here’s,” the peasant got up and left the basement. “Queer,” he thought, misunderstanding the Revolutionaries’ love, “they’ve all gone queer. Just like their dead leader. Talking all sorts of philosophical nonsense.”

The Revolution’s Defense Corps arrived soon afterwards. The Captain in charge paid the peasant, thirty one of the hundred marks he had been promised. The peasant felt betrayed. Before he could complain the men stormed into his basement. The Revolutionaries were still discussing the possible Final Solution to the problem of the Evil Ones.

The door was opened and the Captain greeted his prey, “Heil Hitler.”

“Notre Dame generosity.”
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Third Tuesday

Shocked, the Optimistic Revolutionary was only able to reply, “Macht dem Volken.”

Outside, the Simple Man was disturbed. He had gotten the Brown Shirts drunk, so there would be no violence, and the Captain had promised just to capture them. Now the Captain was forced upon them, he would be here Nov. 5th, and it’ll be tough to obtain a ticket. The Trojans are coming in; and they’ll surely be the toughest test we have seen this season. And besides, the price of pizza and beer hasn’t gone down at Frankie’s.

The Simple Man said, “Heil Hitler.”

“Notre Dame generosity.”

The peasant got up and left the basement. “Queer,” he thought, misunderstanding the Revolutionaries’ love, “they’ve all gone queer. Just like their dead leader. Talking all sorts of philosophical nonsense.”

The Revolution’s Defense Corps arrived soon afterwards. The Captain in charge paid the peasant, thirty one of the hundred marks he had been promised. The peasant felt betrayed. Before he could complain the men stormed into his basement. The Revolutionaries were still discussing the possible Final Solution to the problem of the Evil Ones.

The door was opened and the Captain greeted his prey, “Heil Hitler.”
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The peasant got up and left the basement. “Queer,” he thought, misunderstanding the Revolutionaries’ love, “they’ve all gone queer. Just like their dead leader. Talking all sorts of philosophical nonsense.”

The Revolution’s Defense Corps arrived soon afterwards. The Captain in charge paid the peasant, thirty one of the hundred marks he had been promised. The peasant felt betrayed. Before he could complain the men stormed into his basement. The Revolutionaries were still discussing the possible Final Solution to the problem of the Evil Ones.
The big debate begins: Taiwan vs Peking

(Continued on page 8)

Bush formally served notice that the United States would seek a priority vote on its other resolution, a procedural one that would designate the expulsion of Nationalist China an "important question" requiring a two-thirds majority. The vote on priority is due to be the first test of the strength of the opposing camps. It is expected to come at the end of the debate, probably toward the middle of the week.

Exception for a sharp exchange between the Albanian Foreign Minister, Nasti Nase, and Bush, the debate was calm, belying the suspense and tension underlying it.

One delegate said that he thought that there was a deceptive serenity to the debate because "the speeches here may change feelings but not votes." It is widely agreed that the two sides are so evenly divided that the issue rests on the efforts at persuasion made by U.S. diplomats in the capitals of a handful of wavering countries.

The hall was far from crowded. Delegates came and went during the debate and in the late afternoon more than half of the seats were empty. The public gallery was filled with spectators during the morning session when Albania and the United States squared off but many rows of the blue seats that are reserved for distinguished visitors were empty.

Albania was the first to speak, as in most China debates in the past. Foreign Minister Nase cited "the process of recognition and establishment of diplomatic relations" between Peking and a growing number of countries as evidence that after 20 years the moment had come to restore the government of the People's Republic of China to its "lawful place" in the United Nations as the "only legitimate" representative of China.

Nase combined his advocacy of membership for mainland China with sharp attacks against the "American imperialists" who, he said, had tried for two decades to destroy the mainland government and were now continuing their "anti-Chinese" activities under the new label of "two Chinas."

The United States, he charged, is using the issue of membership in the United Nations as a lever to try to "detach Taiwan from China."

Bush, the third speaker in the debate, rejected the "outrageous slanders of the delegate from Albania," adding that "for a moment it was hard to believe that we were in October, 1971.

(Continued on page 8)

Are you bored, tired or listless?

Join the OBSERVER

and put some thrills in your life!

SUNDAY NIGHT AT 7:00 pm

IN THE OBSERVER OFFICE.

(Second floor LaFortune Student Center)
Sexism talks describe prejudices

SMC's second Monday evening session on sexism heard Notre Dame graduate student Sue Brander and former South Bend librarian Darlene Gibson contend that women are victims of job discrimination practices which render their college education "useless."

Quoting liberally from Gloria Anand's "The Silence Majority," Mrs. Brander contends that households headed by women are on the average supported by one-third the amount which generally supports a household in which a man is the breadwinner.

Mrs. Gibson concurred, alleging that "the usually voiced justification for why women are paid less is because men need higher salaries to support families. However, statistics show that one-half of women who are employed are the sole support of their families."

According to Mrs. Brander, "The only reason to get a college degree is because you want it. It won't help you find a more desirable or better-paying job. The job situation won't ever get better for women unless they demand it."

Mrs. Brander also contended that white women with college degrees generally receive only about $500 more per year than white men who graduate only from elementary school.

The Notre Dame-St. Mary's student directory for 1971-1972 will be issued next week. Assistant Student Services Commissioner Walter Swarce announced yesterday.

Availability of the directory was originally intended for the first week of October, Swarce said, but the publishing firm, Plains Publication Company of Lubbock, Texas, has been delayed in printing them. Swarce emphasized the point that it was the publishing company and not Student Union that was the cause of the delay.

Swarce also noted that the students living on campus will have their directories delivered to their halls, while off-campus students can pick them up at the Off-Campus office in LaFortune Student Center.

Three basic changes have been made in the directories, Swarce noted. The most important is that the listings for Notre Dame and St. Mary's students will be combined. In previous years the listings were separate. However, the Notre Dame-St. Mary's faculties will have separate listings.

In addition, full home addresses will be given for St. Mary's students. Last year, only the home town and state were listed. Finally, home address zip codes for all students were included this year.

Directories coming next week

What does "Thou shalt not kill" mean?

"The real issue is: How can we serve both love and war?"

"Yes, we violated the law. But the law is no absolute to us. I must say our intention was to destroy the files. But our motive was to illustrate genocide in Vietnam and corruption at home."

With these words, Father Berrigan gives a hint of the explosive nature of his talks. Concerned with the legal ramifications of Vietnam, Father Berrigan will give a lecture at the University of Notre Dame on Monday, Oct. 19, 1971, at 8:30 P.M. in the lounge of Augusta, California.

A Classic of Documentary Drama

Powerful, shocking, the very definition of relevance by the man who lived the event—Daniel Berrigan, S.J.

Made into great drama

Clive Barnes of the New York Times said of "The Trial of the Catonsville Nine": "Positively riveting...a new kind of play...wonderfully moving."

A brilliant and honest piece of modern theater specially staged for live recording in stereo. A forceful performance directed by Gordon Davidson, superbly captured in a two-record album.

Plus—The History Recording Society offers the new album "Berrigan Raps," free with the purchase of "The Trial of the Catonsville Nine" for $13.00.

Act now: This is a limited-time offer so mail the coupon promptly. Offer restricted to members of the academic community.

The History Recording Society

505 Eighth Avenue

New York, New York 10018

Please send me "Berrigan Raps" free with my purchase of "The Trial of the Catonsville Nine." I enclose a check or money order for $13.00.

Name:

College:

Address:

City:

State: Zip

Add appropriate sales tax to albums shipped to New York State.
Morrissey notes third win

By Stan Urflak

The League One race tightened up considerably due to last night's activities in Interball Football. In turn, Morrissey once again nearly doomed the Lancers with a win over Scott Hall. The Morrissey League Two, while Breen-Phillips moved into a slim lead in the third place battle.

Waldy P. Vanbogota Fisher vs. Scott Hall

Waldy became the first team to

lose a game this season. While both were far from

in the contest, Sophomore

Mike Pavlin

The Game Preview

Analysis No. 5

Ara Parseghian has got the college football scene just where he wants it.

Coach Ara noted his team's superiority in the early-season games and is returning punts for a 9.7 yard average (compared to 3.9 last year). The Irish seem unable to penetrate the end zone after sustained marches. The pass completion percentage is simply horrendous and overthrew a wide open Willie Townend on one hook pattern.

Looking at last year's stats (11 games), we see that 31.4 percent of all tackles were made by Mike Dacey. The Irish continue to ease by every weekend on the strength of their defense, a team's 22-7 loss to Marquette. For tingcant losing to Marquette.

The Irish lost their first game in the fourth quarter. Bruce Jalileo scored on a field goal, while the Fighting Irish were tackled for losses 3.5 Arbor on Sunday, only to find

The rugged defense of both clubs is a show that wasn't decided till the last two minutes of the game. Sorin tied the game at 7, but Doherty missed the extra point.

The defense that usually gets all the credit was in their zone. He threw over the middle, where Sorin tackled Mike Dacey. He then tackled Mike Dacey in the third period, but

A pair of freshmen, Ray Coles and Mike Tomlinson scored the first and third goals, with Jim Wappner's one yard bomb from his one yard line. The defense has had a couple of breakdowns this season, but

The winners totally dominated the contest, leaving Badin little room to move the ball. Kirk Brown scored twice, once on a
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China arguments begin

(Continued from page 5)

because this old-fashioned tirade, complete with the clenches of the cold war, reflected the clock back to

Delegates opposed to the American position noted that

Bush referred several times to the Nationalist government as a “member state” and, in one instance, as a “nation.

One nation coming in and one out does not make this

organization more universal,” Bush said.

Yvon Beaulieu, speaking for Canada, took issue with this
aspect of the American position.
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Small-scale boycotts started when the Soviet delegation sent

only a minor official to listen to the Albanian Foreign Minister,

who made a point of attacking “Soviet revisionists,” and the
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Soviet deputy representa-
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Monday through Friday, at the
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Effective Wednesday, thirty

Caruso stated that these tickets

would not be sold.
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for both.
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FOR SALE: V.W. SUNROOF 1969

CALL 327-3946 RICK CORONADO

PERSONALS

Hey, Turners.

Since you meet us here, what can I

I know you like Happy Birthday, Laura.

Libby. Love.

Eigh teen years ago.

God said. Let there be Mike.

And here was WILLY.

HAPPY BIRTHDAY PREPARE

Luncheon.

MARGIE at Regina North.

Sissy started backwards.

Herpes. Peris is but happy

What is all this nonsense? OOH.

Zap. known. do tell.
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Ellen, why do you keep me in suspense, always there is no reason to be?

Call Cliff Dwyer.

8ORD!
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